FUSION ELECTRONICS LEADS IN MARINE ENTERTAINMENT

FUSION Electronics continues to excite at the Tullett Prebon London Boat Show by presenting Marine Entertainment Systems with unique plus worlds-first features.

Current models include the 600 Series, with three models, for CDs, DVDs, or iPod. If your family still has CDs and an iPod too, then add FUSION’s optional Dock, to enable replay of almost all audio files. Both the MS-IP600 and the optional dock recharge most Apple iPod models whilst the music is controlled via a single commander knob on the receiver/amplifier, with tracks and music information displayed on the screen.

FUSION stands out as the designer of Marine Systems from concept to delivery, so few come close to FUSION’s “True Marine” heritage and long term resistance to the elements. Most of all, FUSION is about entertainment, loud and clear, with high power and lower battery draw.

For boats with limited space at the helm, the FUSION remote can be positioned at, or close to the helm, plus another remote added at other convenient locations, like the stern. FUSION sounds superb with their matching marine loudspeakers, or for the ultimate, add a FUSION subwoofer. Choices include plug and play subwoofer package with an amplifier built in, or their component amplifier and matching subwoofer.

FUSION is now the original equipment on many of the world’s leading boat brands, from trailer boats to motor yachts. Systems can be installed in the smallest to the largest vessels. The FUSION 700 series will be previewed at the Show, with a range of never before seen features, including optional iPad control.

See FUSION at the Tullett Prebon London Boat Show, stand B125.